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Even as others make cogent arguments for diminishing the work of prosecutors, work remains — cases that must be brought against a backdrop of existing economic inequality and structural racism and of an array of impoverished institutional alternatives. The (immediate) future of prosecution requires thoughtful engagement with these tragic circumstances, but it also will inevitably involve the co-production of sentences that deter and incapacitate. Across-the-board sentencing discounts based on such circumstances are no substitute for the thoughtful intermediation that only the courtroom working group — judges, prosecutors and defense counsel — can provide. The (immediate) future also requires prosecutors to do more to recognize the distinctive role they can play in combating illegitimate domination.
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INTRODUCTION

It seems a bit perverse to get too idealistic when considering “the future of prosecution.” After all, unless one wants to go full critique, and dismiss all crimes as purely social constructions, the precondition of the prosecution function is the highly suboptimal readiness of humans to inflict suffering on, or take grievous advantage of, others. Moreover, even if one treats crime construction and criminal acts themselves as exogenous to the prosecution
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function, optimality will be tragically bounded. One can hardly be idealistic about the decision of a prosecutor forced to determine the fate of a young Black man whose life has been marked by trauma, inequality, structural racism, and limited opportunity, but who has also robbed, shot, or killed someone else (who will often be another young Black man whose life has been similarly marked). That society, at some level, failed both seems pretty clear. Decent thinkers with any hope of social utility should push for reforms, or perhaps radical change, and a resource commitment commensurate with government’s historical contribution to structural racism and inequality. But the line prosecutor, as guided by the chief prosecutor (who one hopes gives clear guidance in such matters), has to figure out what happens next, right now, exercising the authority of a compromised state in order to, as philosopher Tommie Shelby puts it, “protect[] people from unjustified violence and illegitimate restrictions on their liberty.”

I. THINKING ABOUT PUNISHMENT

Perhaps as she gets jaded, the prosecutor might be tempted to think of herself as merely a “coder” — one who processes, and to some extent gathers, information, gives it a provisional legal code, and drives an


adjudicative process toward an authoritative coding. That is a regrettably impoverished understanding of her job, however, which at its core turns law into action and narrates the circumstances under which a defendant is to be held to account. This is a very specific kind of accountability, however, and she cannot be allowed to forget that the process is ultimately about whether we should consciously inflict pain on others. For what else is punishment but the legally (and perhaps morally) authorized and justified infliction of pain or, at best, the radical and harsh deprivation of liberty.

Moreover, she has to act in a tragically impoverished institutional context. Even were she to put aside retributive impulses and knotty issues of moral desert and — committed to “criminal law minimalism” — consider only incapacitation, deterrence (both specific and general) and, dare I say, rehabilitation, she will generally have but two options: either drop the case or navigate towards the incarceration of the offender in a facility more likely to reinforce what Tommie Shelby called “gangster-hustler ethics” than to prepare the young man for re-entry.

In theory, and increasingly in practice, diversion and other alternatives to incarceration that avoid this stark binary have been developed, and prosecutors at all levels should be pressed to push in this direction (to the extent the programs are effective). Yet the slowness of progress in that regard suggests that, at least for now and perhaps for some time, our line prosecutor will bump against the limits of such programs, and face the binary.

One hopes she, or at least her bosses, can use their political capital to press for a richer set of options: more alternatives to incarceration, more humane


7. Shelby, supra note 2, at 138; see also Shelby, supra note 4, at 206.


correctional institutions, and even a more just society.\(^\text{10}\) Only the most benighted prosecutor thinks criminal charges are the fundamental solution to any social (or political) problem. Full-throated communication of that basic fact would surely enrich policy conversations that too easily jump to criminal enforcement.\(^\text{11}\) To be sure, actual prosecutorial contributions to political discourse about criminal justice matters have all too frequently concentrated on promoting prosecutorial discretion or watering down defendant protections.\(^\text{12}\) And there is a very real risk that a chief prosecutor’s desire to protect her own budget will keep her from lobbying for expenditures elsewhere. Yet the office that pushes past short-sighted institutional self-interest and helps mobilize support for programs targeting structural disadvantage and making prison a way-station toward re-entry will not only usefully enrich political discourse but might even narrow the chasm separating it from the communities bearing the largest costs of criminal enforcement. Communities of color alienated, even repelled, by constant assurances that the only path to public safety lies exclusively through harsh sentences and aggressive police tactics,\(^\text{13}\) might well be more inclined to work with prosecutors who reject such impoverished logic. Whatever their ideological commitments, prosecutors as attentive to public safety as they are to this impoverishment have a public status that allows them to play Nixon going to China.\(^\text{14}\)

Of course, the odds of political success along the latter lines are long — at least in the current (and foreseeable) fiscal climate. Early childhood interventions, high-quality preschool programs, and other social programs show considerable promise in reducing the most serious crime, with their

\(^{10}\) See Richman, Accounting for Prosecutors, supra note 5, at 59 (“The abuses of lobbying power ought not blind us to the role prosecutors can play as engaged and knowledgeable reform leaders.”).
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benefits justifying their costs (for those that require such justification). But as legal scholars Christopher Lewis and Adaner Usmani have noted:

[T]he same thing that makes these hyper-targeted social programs efficient also makes it politically infeasible for governments to fund them at scale. The more targeted the beneficiaries, the more certain we can be that introducing these programs will provoke the resentment of the near-poor and middle-class. Hence, the efficiency-feasibility paradox: untargeted social policy is politically feasible but inefficient for crime control, while hyper-targeted social policy can be efficient but is infeasible.

Perhaps this assessment is unduly pessimistic. For the foreseeable future, however, absent only-dreamed-about societal change, “carceral logic” will be an inescapable feature of a prosecutor’s day-to-day work (though hopefully not a chief prosecutor’s policy advocacy).

How might the future look to one who combines hope with pragmatism? One could fight the hypothetical and note — with strong empirical support — that most criminal cases are not robberies, shootings or murders. Many of those cases — particularly those misdemeanor charges generated by order maintenance policing — might be more effectively and more fairly dealt with outside the criminal process.

Line drawing between what conduct ought to be tolerated and what merits state action; between what should be persuaded civilly and what criminally; and between which ostensibly criminal cases are suited for diversion, restorative justice, or similar non-punitive treatment can be hard. I think talk of “abolition” and “defunding” horribly misplaced — since constitutional

---


policing can be extremely expensive, and adjudicative fairness and reliability only enhanced by better funding of defense lawyers and prosecutors. Yet I am still sure that the domain of criminal law and the use of incarceration should be dramatically curtailed.\textsuperscript{19} Certainly this curtailment focuses on misdemeanors — particularly given evidence that a presumption of non-prosecution for nonviolent misdemeanor offenses decreases the likelihood of subsequent criminal justice involvement for arrestees.\textsuperscript{20} But not exclusively, as I suspect even the felony docket could use considerable pruning.

Yet, what about the young man we started with, who like more than half of those in state prisons,\textsuperscript{21} has committed a “violent offense”? To be sure, that term is thrown around a bit haphazardly. But let’s not kid ourselves. A quick consideration of crime statistics — let’s start with homicides, aggravated assaults and robberies involving firearms, but no good reason to stop there — suggests (albeit not conclusively) that all too many offenders would fit in a more narrowly defined class. How can we acknowledge that structural disadvantages help shape the perpetrator’s choices while also acknowledging his agency and recognizing that the victim was similarly disadvantaged, with underprotection being one form those disadvantages have taken? How can that acknowledgement avoid taking the form of a wholesale sentencing discount that, as Lewis observes, would “exacerbate damaging and exaggerated stereotypes about the criminality of the Black urban poor”?\textsuperscript{22} How can they avoid embracing a leniency that could, as law professor Daniel Fryer warns, embody a “devaluation of [B]lack victims”?\textsuperscript{23} And avoid considering the need for incapacitation and deterrence demanded by a public safety logic?

I find myself unable to answer these questions categorically but believe that facing them is an inescapable part of sentencing, which by default is often the ineffable process in which personal and societal responsibility are sorted and weighed. To the (considerable) extent to which prosecutorial
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charging and sentencing advocacy shape sentencing, prosecutors must self-consciously assume co-ownership of the process.

Such a suggestion will surely strike those familiar with the punitive role prosecutors have played in sentencing legislation and in their plea bargaining stances as troubling, even ridiculous. But prosecutors have gotten away for far too long with offense-focused plea deals and sentencing advocacy that leave mitigating factors to defense counsel and the court (or unconsidered). Just as we expect prosecutors to exercise thoughtful judgment when deciding whether to take a case, we should demand similar judgment at sentencing. Perhaps we will eventually decide that the costs of sentencing regulation don’t justify the supposed gains in horizontal equity and will return to the (bad? good?) old days of plenary judicial discretion. But until we do, and so long as plea dispositions drive sentencing, prosecutors cannot avoid sharing responsibility with judges.

Do prosecutors lack the capacity and competence to assume this responsibility? Maybe. Judges aren’t particularly suited either, and yet, at least for now, these are the institutions on offer. So long as prosecutors either drive or co-determine dispositions, they will be a key part of either the problem or the solution. Diversion may be the appropriate resolution of many cases, but will often be ill-suited to our robber or shooter. We need to move away from a binary in which prosecutors holistically consider the defendant in a relatively small subset of cases — when considering diversion or other alternatives — but refuse to do so once they trigger the “normal” adjudication process.

But don’t prosecutors exercise charging discretion at a stage of the case when they don’t know much beyond offense-related information, and don’t they frequently make plea offers without knowing much more? I suspect that is generally correct, and it presents a challenge to any proposal that they consider more than incapacitation, deterrence, and some impoverished version of retribution. Perhaps if offices tempered their commitment to pursuing the misdemeanor offenses generated by police departments (which might themselves pull back from this tool of order maintenance), there would be more institutional capacity for internal deliberation about the cases that truly need to be pursued.

Such deliberation — whether pre- or post-indictment — will be informationally challenged. At best, prosecutors will know a fair amount about the crime but won’t have a sense of the defendant that goes beyond his rap sheet. Defense counsel are far better placed than prosecutors to expeditiously get beyond the case file, but absent adequate time and

resources to fill out the mitigation picture, they will be hard pressed to do that.\textsuperscript{25} Even when they can, the adversarial process may pose a strategic barrier to collaboration. As this essay is about prosecutors, not defense lawyers, I’ll refrain from addressing the latters’ role, except to say defenders who commit to the powerful program of “trauma-informed” representation suggested by law professor Miriam Gohara,\textsuperscript{26} might want to think about how to qualitatively distinguish mitigation facts from the standard talk of evidentiary weakness, legal challenges, and “going rates” that makes for standard plea negotiation fare. The main point here is that the prosecutors who think about mitigating facts and circumstances as simply defense plea bargaining ploys are missing the point of the job. The rich picture of a defendant’s life that the best holistic defenders can summon up need not blot out considerations of accountability and public safety, merely enrich them. And judicial sentencing proceedings ought not be the only forum in which that picture should be considered.

No question that I’ve been massively vague about how prosecutors are to pull these pieces together. My first excuse is that the mechanism depends on the operative sentencing regime. My second is that, whatever the regime, I’m simply asking prosecutors to be more conscious co-producers of the sentences handed out by judges. If prosecutors are already doing this regularly — which I doubt — they need to take explicit ownership of their stance and explain it to the public. At the very least, prosecutors need to be careful in assessing the significance of prior convictions, which can (but needn’t) be poor indicators of sustained criminality and are often functions of residence in highly policed areas and of the “unusual disadvantage” African Americans face when seeking to re-enter the labor market after incarceration.\textsuperscript{27}

Prosecutors also must take care in how they use the risk assessment scores that increasingly play a part in sentencing. A recent study found:

Providing judges with risk assessment information transformed low socio-economic status from a circumstance that reduced the likelihood of incarceration (perhaps by mitigating perceived blameworthiness) to a factor that increased the likelihood of incarceration (perhaps by increasing perceived risk).\textsuperscript{28}


\textsuperscript{26} Id. at 45–46.
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Prosecutors will surely have the same tendency and need to guard against it. For better or worse, the prosecutor’s inescapable duty will be not only to hold accountable someone who has both faced and inflicted massive disadvantage but to help assign a number — a number that both looks to public safety and reckons with the causes of that disadvantage. To reduce the problem to a number that devastates the lives of that person and those around him seems absurd and demands the disruption of the causes and the expansion of the available options. That task of reduction however is the immediate future of the prosecutor, and failure to face it, in all its painful complexity, is an abdication of responsibility.

II. **COMBATTING ILLEGITIMATE DOMINATION**

The moral imperative to consider the effects of structural disadvantage might emerge from institutional engagement with the purposes of criminal law — the kind of reflection often precluded by the press of business but that prosecutors need to do if they are to rise beyond doing professional coding for the polity and responding to the citizens and communities that make themselves heard. What is the overall project if it’s not going to be reproducing hierarchy, inflicting pointless pain, or imposing order for its own sake. What, indeed, is the point of a prosecutor’s job and, more generally, of criminal law?

I am attracted to legal theorist Vincent Chiao’s capacious vision: “The criminal law promotes social cooperation under stable public institutions” by “stabilizing shared attitudes of reciprocity” and “making it rational to expect that those who cooperate will not be victimized or exploited by those who might be tempted to defect.”

This framing requires him to push past narrow and contestable notions of personal harm and moral desert and insist that “the criminal law meet the same standard of political justification that applies to public institutions more generally.”

I am similarly attracted to the normative content that he proposes for this “‘public law’ conception of criminal law”: an “anti-deference” principle that requires public institutions “strive to ensure that each person is able to live as a peer among peers.”

Promoting the “the conditions of democratic equality,” by protecting people’s “basic rights and interests such that they can reasonably be expected to relate to each other as equals, rather than as superiors and subordinates,”

29. [Vincent Chiao, Criminal Law in the Age of the Administrative States 36 (2018); see also Lindsay Farmer, Making the Modern Criminal Law: Criminalization and Civil Order (2016).
30. Chiao, supra note 29, at 57.
31. Id. at 72.
32. Id. at 86.
requires us to consider structural inequality at charging and sentencing. The principle — while not denying the need to pursue the serious offenders discussed in the last section — will often strongly counsel against the use of criminal law at all, or at least in favor of considering the social costs, both on individuals and communities, of criminal enforcement.

The same principle, however, demands that prosecutors recognize the “distinctive role” they can play “in combating illegitimate domination.” This is the role embraced, to an extent, by what Ben Levin usefully calls “prosecutorial progressivism” — the pursuit of “crimes committed by powerful defendants (e.g., white-collar crime, political corruption, or police violence),” or “crimes that further historical inequality or subordination (e.g., intimate partner violence, sexual assault, or hate crimes).” But illegitimate domination comes in all forms, and also includes criminal wage theft; the oppression of a housing project by armed gang members; the many forms of organized crime that extract tribute through the threat of violence, and human trafficking — all examples of domination often pursued by those who, in a larger societal sense, may not seem all that privileged.

“Radical decarcerationalists” like law professor Kate Levine, see efforts to pursue these cases as evidence that “[t]he criminal legal system remains an addictive ‘solution’ for progressives engaged in work on behalf of those denied their rights, and sometimes their humanity.” But I see them more as a recognition that, against the same impoverished institutional backdrop that leaves prosecutors with the choice of declination, diversion or incarceration, it’s prosecution or nothing. Moreover, it is hard to imagine a more appropriate exercise of state power than to relieve a person or community from oppression by someone who would otherwise have impunity, and whose very impunity corrodes the social order.

Sure, one can easily imagine social service, regulatory, and civil enforcement agencies stepping in and providing less punitive and perhaps more effective solutions. Moreover, the inadequate development of those alternatives surely has something to do with public expectations of penal

35. Levine, *supra* note 17, at 1245.
solutions that — in a vicious cycle — get reinforced whenever someone gets “locked up” for conspicuous badness. Rather than boldly announcing a crusade to “clean up” some sphere of human activity, prosecutors ought to use their status to advocate for real solutions, which are unlikely to rely simply on deterrence and incapacitation. Sure, a chief prosecutor might worry that advocating for institutional alternatives would threaten political and financial support for her office (and perhaps her own political ambitions). Yet a recalibration of public expectations about prosecutorial capacity and competence would likely redound to her benefit (particularly if reputable media sources hold her feet to the fire): Far better to be judged by your achievement of realistic goals than by your success in a “crusade” that is bound to fall far short of its rhetoric.

Still, unless we expand the governance responsibilities of prosecutors and allow their authority to creep beyond bringing or declining cases — a dangerous prospect, particularly with the underregulation of prosecutors and the limits of their core competencies — our prosecutor will have to work within existing institutional structures as she encounters abuses of private power. Given the extraordinary coercive information-gathering tools we allow only to prosecutors, she might be the only one to encounter those abuses or understand their insidious dimensions. And much as one would wish she could use her privileged position to urge reforms outside her limited domain, salutary restrictions on how she uses coerced information and on how she uses her public office may prevent her from doing so.

Indeed, the paradox of prosecutions (and criminal enforcement generally) is that those who target illegitimate power or abuses of legitimate power are — in part because they are hewed from the same crooked timber as those they target — all too liable to abuse power themselves or be used as tools for others who would do so. How to prevent this is the challenge for all prosecutors — not just in the United States but everywhere, but particularly in the US, with our ethos of prosecutorial discretion and formal legal underregulation. I think a lot of prosecutors were attracted to the job because they hated bullies, but am also sure that many defense counsel had a not dissimilar motivation. It’s hard to do a frenetic job for middling pay without a sense of mission, and self-righteousness is an occupational hazard for both sides. Any acceptable future of prosecution requires constant clear-eyed engagement with abuses of both private and public power, and recognition that the American story is about the extraordinary permeability of the line separating the two spheres.

37. See Lauren M. Ouziel, The Bureaucratic Afterlife of the Controlled Substances Act, 18 Ohio St. J. Crim. L. 151, 152 (2020) (noting how supply-reduction efforts have eclipsed demand reduction efforts in the narcotics area).
So what should prosecutors be doing? As I have previously noted:

the claim is not that prosecutors are inherently white knights questing to relieve subordination in the home or on gang turf and ready to target those who would abuse the democratic process for private ends. Nor is it that criminal law is necessarily the best vehicle for furthering these goals. Rather, I merely suggest that if criminal sanctions are going to be used, prosecutors will have to play an outsized role in the process – certainly larger than the one they play in “regular” episodic criminal cases and at least as large as that normally played by the police. In contrast to street crimes, if prosecutors are not spearheading the pursuit of, say, corruption, those cases are unlikely to happen.\(^{38}\)

How can we make sure those cases are brought? Given the press of arrests generated by police activity, the unavoidable salience of “index crimes,” and the evidentiary challenges of investigating and prosecuting misconduct that can be uncovered only with sustained effort, how does a prosecutor’s office develop the institutional stamina to pursue such cases?

Perhaps more categorical gatekeeping of the misdemeanor cases generated by police order maintenance work — and by departmental demands for street cop “activity” — would free up resources and allow a re-centering of office priorities. As law professor Alexandra Natapoff has noted, the unfortunate readiness of so many prosecutors’ offices to “rubber stamp” misdemeanor arrests — eschewing even the whiff of gatekeeping they do for felony cases — has “has permitted the racial and economic biases in policing to pass relatively unfiltered into the criminal pipeline, exacerbating the criminalization of both race and poverty, while letting the misdemeanor pipeline balloon out of proportion.”\(^{39}\) To be sure, misdemeanor charges will regularly reflect the possible undercharging of a serious crime. Law professors Sandra Mayson and Megan Stevenson recently found that “misdemeanors that look like mini-felonies — assault/battery, theft, and DUI — make up a substantial proportion (26–55%) of the cases in [their analysis of eight diverse jurisdictions] as they do in the national-level data.”\(^{40}\) But they also found “sizable numbers of marijuana possession and public-order cases,”\(^{41}\) leaving considerable room for serious prosecutorial gatekeeping.

\(^{38}\) Richman, Accounting for Prosecutors, supra note 5, at 57.


\(^{40}\) Mayson & Stevenson, supra note 18, at 1021.

\(^{41}\) Id. at 1022.
Simply shifting resources within an office, however, won’t by itself do the trick. An office needs to demonstrate its commitment to investing in this anti-subordination agenda to the agencies that can help bring such cases, and, perhaps more importantly, to the community it serves. Domestic violence units are an obvious example of such signaling and investment, but an all-too-isolated one. To be sure, fancy units can be empty gestures. Time will tell what commitment the Manhattan District Attorney’s new “Worker Protection Unit” represents. But one hopes they are not empty. And at the very least, they contribute to a conversation about what an anti-subordination agenda looks like, putting down markers about the kinds of cases an office seeks to make and provoking needed correction and critique from the community, since prosecutors are ill-equipped to fill out the contours of this agenda on their own.

CONCLUSION

For the immediate future, prosecutors at all levels need to reckon with their impoverished institutional surroundings. They act in the name of the state (or “people”) against those whom the state (or “people”) never gave much of a chance, and for (a critical subset of) whom there are currently few realistic options besides incarceration. Even as they push against this stark binary, they must face up to their responsibilities within it, including the need to acknowledge the inescapable role structural racism and economic disadvantage played in creating the situation they face.

The same goal of promoting “democratic equality” that requires prosecutors to face up to the disadvantage and trauma of those they charge should also lead them to recognize the impoverished nature of the institutions available for targeting those who, perhaps with violence, perhaps without, would cheat, threaten, and cow others into lives of subordination. The regulatory or welfare institutions one can easily imagine as better suited to eliminate those sources of systemic disadvantage may simply not be on offer.

Prosecutors should also contribute to public policy discourse by highlighting the impoverishment of the institutions that surround them and


the troubling way that impoverishment drives punitive criminal outcomes. They sure needn’t worry about putting themselves out of business.